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Why Seaweed India?
India’s seaweed sector is an emerging area for the 
development of rural economy, especially in the coastal 
states. A growing demand for seaweed products coupled 
with supporting government policies and the upcoming 
‘multi-purpose seaweed park’ in Tamil Nadu will boost the 
seaweed farming and processing in India. The government 
targets to increase seaweed production to 11.5 lakh metric 
tons by 2025, thereby paving way for the growth of the 
sector.

There is enormous potential for the development of small-
scale individual family and community based seaweed 
cultivation on the one hand and industrial scale commercial 
seaweed farming on the other along India’s long coastline. 
Seaweed farming in India will trigger several industries such 
as food and feed supplements, nutrition, fertilizer, textiles, 
pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and cosmetic industries.

The pandemic has limited the access of individual farmers, 
experts, and value chain mangers for networking and 
sharing their learning, knowledge and experiences among 
the stakeholders. In this background, SMART AGRIPOST in 
collaboration with Government and industry associations 
is pleased to organize a two-day hybrid international 
trade conference & expo, Seaweed India 2022 on 16-17 
September 2022, to connect all stakeholders. This will help 
review and deliberate on the opportunities and challenges 
in the emerging seaweed sector in India with regard to its 
various dimensions.

It also promises to offer business networking opportunities. 
It uses world-class web-based platform to ensure the 
participants to connect virtually and speak to the potential 
buyers through one-on-one audio-video call.



Key Features 

Benefits of Hybrid Trade Conference & Expo

Visitors Profile

Higher engagement
Hybrid events provide opportunities for higher 
engagement with your audience. It increases 
reach and attendance from across the globe.

Networking
It provides good opportunities for in-person as 
well as virtual networking.

Mass Data
Hybrid events provide extremely useful data 
insights that help to companies to nurture hot 
leads.
Flexibility
Present, Chat, Network- both in-person as well 
as virtually (from the comfort of your home or 
office).

Seaweed producers I Researchers I Industry representatives I Tool & Equipment Manufactures 

Government executives and all other stakeholders

 � Brainstorming sessions on seaweed farming (Global/
regional/National reviews)

 � Display of latest technologies, equipment and practices
 � Seaweeds products, processing and utilization
 � Interface Meetings:G2G,G2B, B2B & Industry-Farmer
 � Prospects of commercial farming
 � Enhancing oceanic environmental health
 � Socio-economic dimensions of seaweed farming in India
 � New product launch and review

Long term RoI Effects
Such events improve both short and long term 
bottom lines, dramatically increasing brand 
visibility and authority. It improves return on 
investment.

Standard Deliverables
 � Showcasing your products and services(in-

person)

 � Customized Branding and Publicity

 � Product demo(video, PDF, links) (both in-
person and online)

 � Networking opportunities

Sponsorship Opportunity
Onsite branding and promotion

Exhibitors Profile
Seaweed Producers  I Technology Suppliers I Feed Supplements I Nutrition I Fertilizer I Textiles 
I Pharmaceutical I Nutraceutical Government Departments (Center & State Govts.) I Research 
Institutes I Embassies & Foreign Institutes I Banks & Financial Institutions



For partnership  
Please write to us at infoseaweedindia@gmail.com

or call/ Whatsapp on +91-8882667803

 +91-9650078860

 +91-11-49052556

For further information please visit: https://register.
seaweedindia.com/

About Us
SEAWEED INDIA 2022 is an initiative of SMART 
AGRIPOST, a leading magazine covering agriculture 
and allied sectors. It is supported and marketed by P2C 
Communications, a media and communication firm on 
agriculture and allied sectors, located in New Delhi.

We have been conducting seminars and conferences 
on current issues and engaging all stakeholders for the 
sustainable development of the agriculture and allied 
sectors, thereby providing a quality platform to all 
national and international stakeholders for the growth of 
their businesses.


